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In this paper, the problems of securing both voice and data communications are considered ...
The needto protect voice communications has arisen only dUring the 20th century with the availability

f reliable radio and telephone communications circuits, whereas man has felt the need to protect data
fn the form of the written word for more than 2,000 years. '
In order to preserve the correct chronological order, data encryption is therefore considered first and it is
shoV\.'l how the basic operational requirements led to the design of today's modern electronic cipher
-communications security systems.
Most cipher· techniques depend for their operation on the generation and synchronisation of long
pseudo-random sequences and the design of a practical generator the; ,TIay be used to produce such a
sequence is given in outlil1.e. Finally, the special problems of voice encry;):ion are considered and the
various techniques that can be employed are detailed and their relative merits indicated.
The fundamental requirements of a data encryption system are oS follows:- .
1) The system should provide adequate security - what is adequate does, of course, depend not onlyon
the nature of the data but also on the nature of the :hreat, that is the ;:;bility of the interceptor to both
intercept and analyse the transmission: Systems that were trou9ht hi\:Jhly secure, say, 50 years ago, can
now be broken in a matter of minutes using today's COir;:h,ler analysis techniques.
2) The equipment should be simple to use:- a device that is difficult to use will either be used wrongly or
worse still, not used at all. In either event offering liftle or no security.
3) The device should be reliable in its operation, that is, its use should not impair the ability to
communicate over an existing circuit. This may seem obvious, however, the,'e have been a number of
incidents in recent years which have been caused by cipher equipment failing to operate when most
needed.

HISTORIC SOLUTIONS
As already mentioned, the data cipher has existed in one form or ",nother for a very long time. One of the
earliest examples of such a system was the Ceasar Alphabet which dates back 10 about 70 8.C. When
using this system, each character of the plain text message is replaced with anoiher character
according to a 'look up table' as shown in Fig. 1.
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Such a system is classified as a 'mono-alphabetic substitution cipher'. SI;~)stitlJtion b,'cause a 'ci::Jher'
character is 'substituted' for each character ofthe plain text me~s"ge and '",ono -alphabetic' as LJn~giv~n
I~tter In the plain text IS always replaced by the same character in the cipher text. Such a system offers
little security as the statistics of the letter occurrence in the language of the original plain text can be
npplied 10 bre~k the cipher. This weakness was p8rtially overrl)me by the use of a polya!pho',et
substitution C/. )8r, d ver<;ion of which is exernplifipd by t: e r.j ere tableau shown in Fig. 2.
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The technique here is very similar, however, the single cipher alphabet is replaced by a multiplicity of
alphabets, different alphabets being used to encipher successive characters. The alphabet used is
determined by a key, the longer this key, the greater the number of alphabets used and the more st=cure
the system.
A further large improvement in security was obtained by the use of a 'one time' substitution system. The
'one time' system was, in effect, a polyalphabet substitution cipher in which the key length is equal to
the length of the mess8ge. Provided that a key is used once and once only and is then destroyed, the
system will be 'holocryptic' or unbreakable. That is, in order to decipher the resulting cryptogram, it is
absolutely necessary to possess a copy of the key that vias used to produce the cryptogram.
In practice, the 'one-time' system is implemented as ~hown in Fig. 3.

Placode 2 4 1 5 3 3 1 6 7 9
+Key 4 7 6 1 3 7 9 1 4 6
=Cipher 6 1 7 6 6 a a 7 1 5

Cipher 6 1 7 6 6 a a 7 1 5
·-Key 4 7 6 1 3 7 9 1 4 6 "'
~Placode 2 4 1 5 3 3 1 6 7 9

The plain text message is first converted by rn,~ans of a 'look up tdble' to a sequencr~ of decimal digits
known as the Placode. To these are added without carry a spcond string of digi::, called the 'key',

! , selected sequentiiilly from a 'pad' of key material. The result of this addition is the cipher tex!./n order to
decipher the rness"ge, it is necessary only to subtract the same 'key' from the cipher text in order to
obtain the Plaer,de. The key material is norrlallygene,atE") and provided as pads, each page being used
on('(> 3nd then destroy (;d, hence the term 'one time pad'. It is, of cour.se, not necessary to use the pages
in order, a coded message can be preceeded by a plain language statement of the page and line nUili~er
dt whid, the key used starts. This does not reduce the security of the system as knowing the position of
:fie key within the pad is of no assistance to an interceptor not in possession of the pad. 'ole that the
i )her text is iJfI anged as groups of five numbers separated: " a space - this 'formaiting' of the cipher

tl xt \ 'I ensure that a character added or missed is 'obvious when the cipher is transcribed. This is
iT ( nl 35 il can be seen that jf the cipher text and the key get out of step, the deciphered text will be

Iywrtng. . -
, he ,~h \ff, ring t:18 ultimate security, there are severe practical difficulties associat< d wiih the of

Lo ',a ') S181ll.



Firstly, the generation of sufficient truly rancur;; key 1,-",it;riiJl to cope Vlith a significant volume oftra:fIC.
Secondly, the distribution and control of th8 key In?!erial, for it must be remembered that net security is
lost if one pad is stolen and new pads must be L ..>trib;;ted before the system can be used again
The third difficulty is the tedious nature of the pencil and paper coding technique. This objection can and
was overcome to some extent by the use of mechanical or electronic adding techniques and the use of
punched paper tape instead of written pads as the source of the' key material.
This also made possible 'on line' operation, that is the enciphering/deciphering of data in real time. It is
worth noting that in this case, it is no longer necessary to ensure that the characters of the cipher text
<HO rigidly formcnted, provided other steps are taken to ensure that synchranisation belwofll"i the cipher
text and key are maintained ..
The object of a cipher machine whether mechanical or electronic, is not to improve,on the security
offered by a 'one time' pad as that is not possible, but to very closely approach that level in a form that is
much easier to use. Mechanical cipher machines, although still in use, have now been largely
superseded by electronic systems that can be designed to offer high security, more user facilities and
much improved reli.ability.

ELECTRONIC CIPHER MACHINES
Although several different techniques can and are employed to encipher the data in electronic cipher
machines, this paper considers only the system that most closely emulates the operation of the 'one
time' pad, and .is of general application, that is, the additive cipher.

KEYSTREAM·
GENERATOR 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1

KEYSTREAM
GENERATOR

In such a ystem, the plain text is once again converted to Placode, but this time into a stream of '1's and
'O's. instead of a sequence of decimal digits and added without carry using modulo 2 addition to a key,

- aiso in tile form of a 'Binary' stream, provided, not from a pad but from a device known as a "Keystream
Generator". Note that in modulo 2 operation, addition and subtraction are interc~ 3ngeable and,
therefo're, the deciphering proce~·s consists of once again adding the key to the ci;.>her text.
A characteristic that is unique to this additive type of enciphering system is that it offers zero error
extension. This means that if one character of cipher text is corrupted in the transmission process from
the encryption terminal to the decryption terminal, the result will be that only the corresponding
character of the deciphered plain text output will be currupt. Thus, the introduction of such a cipher
system does not degrade the error rate achieved over an ex;s~jng ch:3Ilnel in the clear mode. This is of
pflrticular. importance where the transmis,'jon system used offers only modest error rates 3S, for
example, III the case of HF SSB radio operation in poor propugation conditions,

KEYSTREAM GENERAl GRS AND KEY SETTINGS
~tis appropriate at this point to consider the practical implementation of the keystream generator which
s / r-qlmed 10 pruduce a repeatable random or pseudo-random sequence of '1'5 and 'O·s.

,4 in'[1le keystredm or pspudo-ra1ld m binary generiltor c'an be form -d y a,'p:yiilg to e " I' fO, i te
'no 'u;o 2 feedback ar( und an 'n' sta ~sl ,it rE:gisterwf)ich is s~eppE:d on by 11 ,rs Of '1ex:e"l '(,.' ck
as shown in Fig, 5.



Sequence Length = 2n-1
Here n = 3
Sequence Length = 7

1 .0
1 1

o 0 1 1
100 1
010 0
1 0 1 0
1 1 0 1
1 1 I 1

Fig. 5 Simple Keystream Generator

Using such a technique, the length of the sequence produced will be 2n - 1 provided that the correct
stages of the register are used to provide the feedback and it is obvious that very long sequences can be
produced using only a modest number of register stages. The sequence length is important as it must be
remembered that the design aim is to produce a system analogous in operation to the 'one time' pad
mentioned earlier. The keystream must, therefore, be long .enough to allow all the mpssages to be
processed during the operational life of the system to be enciphered using a different section of
keystream,
It is obviously possible to start the pseudo-random binary generator or PdBG at ar.y POint on the output
sequence by pre-loading the shift register with the appropriate pattern of '0' and '1 's, this pre-load is
normally referred to as the key setting. The key setting can in addition determine the feedback
arrangement also, the~efore, determining both the keystream in useand the position on tf-)at keystream.
Remember that, ideal!';;, each message should be enciphered using LJ dlffer;:;nt section of keystream. To
achieve this, a different key setting is required each time the ?RBG is Lsed. 0118 WdY of dchieving this is
to form the key setting from two component parts, a Base Key which is 100ded il):u the ,~quiplnt~nt and
changed, periodically and a n,essage key which is added as a preamble to the n,t'ssdc;e <1r.dused to
modify the base key such that messages enciphered using the same base key but d'fferent message
keys utilise different sections of keystreams. This, then, is analogous to prefixing the enciphered
message with the page and line number of the start of the key used when employing the 'one time' pad
system.
The output s'equence produced by a generator such as this has a number of interesting characteristics:-
1. The output is statistically flat. i.e '1' and '0' are equiprobable and randomly distributed. (In fact, the
number of '0' = number of'1 's± 1 depending on whether the feedback is inverting or non-inverting.)
2. The result of adding a shifted version of the original to the original is to produce only'another shifted
version of the original.
A pseudo-random Binary Generator such as this is said to be linear, being a generator in which the
describing equation (i.e. the equation that defines the output bits) is fixed and contains only simple
addition of a function of the preceding 'n' output bits. (Where 'n' is the length of the generating register.)
Because of this simple relationsHip between an output bit and the preceding 'n' bits, such a gen ~rator
does not offer the resistance to determined attack usually required of today's cipher equipment.
The foreword equation must be made more difficult to invert and there are a number of ways in which
this can be done:-
1. Change feedback taps dynamically.
2. Go outside GF2, i.e. other than mod 2 addition for the feedback logic
3. Change the foreword equation in other ways
In the case of 1. and 3. changes must be made at a rate such that <n bits are output between changes.
An example of a non-linear keystream generator embodying the desirable characteristics of a linear
generator is shown in Fig. 6.

--KEYSTI"EAi\tl DATA
OUT TO ."'DOER
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The output of PRBG (a) is used to control both the number of times that PRBG (b) is moved on between
output bits and also the stage of PRBG (b) that is used to provide the putput. Provided that the number of
clock pulses fed to PRBG (b) during one complete cycle of PRBG (a) has no common factors with the·
cycle length of PRBG (b) the final output will be a single sequence of length (2n(a)-1) (2n(b)-1).
Such a non-linear generator does not share the linear generator's property of producing only another
shifted version of itself when added to a shifted version of itself. This then can be used to great
advantage for simply adding the outputs of two identical generators producing sequence lengths of 2n
will produce a system that is capable of producing' 'different non-linear sequences each of length 2n.
By combining larger numbers of generators a formidable set of numbers can be built up.
The Racal-Datacom approach to keystream generator design was to configure a basic non-linear
sequence generator producing a sequence of moderate length (>1012) and then implement that
generator as a large scale integrated circuit.
A number of these basic generators are then combined to produce a multiplicity of non-linear
keystreams of considerable length.

noise
gen

recirculate
control

error
det/corr

error
prot

The Fig. 7 shows an example of such a generator for use in an On-Line and Off-Line cipher and has the
10110\1\ in] characteristics:-
Base Key Setting 1.9 x 1045

Number of Keystreams 1.3 x 1036

Keystleam Cycle length 7.4 x 1022

Mes~age Keys 6.9 x 1010

Customer Options 3.4 x 1010

Just to give some idea of the meaning of numbers of these magnitudes - if this keystream generator
were started on one of its 1036 keystreams, it would take 106 xl 06 years to use th·e full length of that one
5l~qLJenCe, assuming it were used at the rate of 1,000 bits per second.
So much then for the basic additive enciphering process. There is, of course, much more to a cipher
eqLJipme~t than the keystream generator that is used to effect the process. The keystream
synchronlsallon and data control sys'ems employed in the equipment determine both the ease ,md
reliabilityof operation of the equipment. In these are;JS, the advent ofihe microproC' !ssor ha per"lit. 'd
;ran.131ic improvem.ents in ;Jerformollce i'S w~ll as p.eronitting incrc.:;<:lsinasv;Jhi.,t;c<:ied oJ'j\! pmeG: ,:0

he Implemented without exC'e"'.slve component counts, thus :t::adlng to Imprcvf.q ,,,I; ,..,ill y.
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Fig. 8 'On Line Cipher'

The use of an 8-bit microprocessor in Racal-Datacom's current cipher equipment, the MA 4240 has
made possible an equipment that can operate in a formatted off-line or an unformatted on-line mode
under front panel control. In the off-line mode, the cipher text is formatted in 5 letter groups, 10 groups
per line and this format automatically checked at the decipher terminal.
In the on-line mod~ the application of forward error correction 10 the message key ensures that the
Encryption and De-cipher keystream generators synchronise reliably. They are then maintained in
synchronisation by stepping each under control of its own crystal clock. Although all character
combinations can and will appear in the output cipher text. the flexib'li:y conferred on the equipment by
the microprocessor based design allows any combination that may be int!:, preted as a control code by
the bearer system to be barred from the output cipher text.
If this combination occurs due to the enciphering process, the enciphering equipment will
automatically replace it with another permitted combination. Such an equ;pment employing an additive
technique can with suitable keystream generator design offer both a highly secure and convenient way
of protecting plain text.

VOICE ENCRYPTION
The same technique can, of course, be used to encipher any data, provided that that data is first
converted to a serial binary stream. Voice is a possible source of input data, it must first be converted to a
binary stream by applying it to a suitable analogue to Digital converter, then enciphered using additive
cipher techniques. ,
On receipt, the cipher is deciphered as previously described and the resulting data stream used to
reconstitute the original voice input by applying it to a complementary Digital to Ana log ue converter as
shown in Fig. 9.
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High rates will. 've h,gh quality but are difficult to transmit. However, rates as low as 16k bits will give
adequate speeL , quality with voice recognition.
16k bit is the hlg est rate which can be achieved by a 25kHz channelspacing VHF or UHF radio, due to IF
bandwidth limitations. These radios often have such a system built In.
The straightfol wal d simplicity of the digital system is evident from the figure and it is unfortunate that it
is not suitable for transmission over speech bandwidth without employing some more special
techniques.
Digital speech over normal voice bandwidth at bit rates as low as 2.4k bits is possible. However, the
reduction in bit rates requires: Analysis of speech in real time to obtain Its basIc param~ters: The
transmission of th.ese controlling parameters and real time synthesis of speech at the receiver.

q The vocoder is such a system.
Its use where a large number of channels have to be secured is generally considered unacceptable on
the grounds of its large physical size, cost and complexity. For these reasons, this method wlil not be
considered further in this paper. .
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ANALOGUE TECHNIQUES ,
Fig. 10 shows an alternative analogue solution tothe problems of encryption of speech in which speech
processing is usually done in digital form at very high rates which ensures a low level of noise and
distortion in the encryption process and the final signal is converted back into analog form for
transmission. At the receiver the signal is subjected to a similar process to reconstitute the clear
speech. .
It is a feature of such techniques that the encrypted signal occupies the same bandwith as the input
signal and can, therefore, usually be transmitted over normal speech channels.
In general the levels of security attainable using analog encryption are determined by two factors:
a) The Keystream Generator
b) The voice processing arrangements
The first of these has already been covered and the latter will now be considered. Speech exists in three
dimensions Vis.

In order to render speech unintelligible, the normal relationship between the three elements of a
speech wave must be disrupted at a rate ,which is higher than the basic language information rate.
The disruption proress mL'st, however, continuously be changing to discourage the interc~ptor from
IJ5ing a si !J'e "ystem tic approach to listen·',g.
Changin~ l' if> :l'T.p'itL·de of speech provides no security. It is, therefore, r, .cessary to process in either
the time do •...)ciin, the fre 'uency domain or both.



THE TIME DOMAIN
If a finite passage of speech is divided into unrecug 'lisab'y short time eielT,e.-,ts and 'h~n reariangt::d In a
random sequence under the control of a key generator, almost }otal disruption of the info! mation
occurs.
If the passage or frame of speech is long enough, and the elements (or segments) short enough, there
are a large number of possible rearrangements which are unintelligible.

Transmitter

fVw Speech

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 Segments

Voice Stored for

Input Transmission

1 1 1Segment
Selection ( ( ( L_~ ( (

~ rSwitches Transmitter

Receiver
Received Speech

RECEIVER 3 5 8 6 4 7 2
Segments

Voice
Output

Fig. 11. Time Division Principles

Speech in sampled form is first stored in a 'frame' register which is eight segments long. These
segments are selected one at a time in a pattern differing from the original and known to be
unintelligible and transmitted.
At the receiver the process is reversed to assemble the segments in the original order. Eight segments
can be rearranged in 40 thousand (81) different ways.
However, many of these cannot be used because they are intelligible.
A mathematical basis for selecting patterns which can be understood has been determined. It operates
as shown in Fig. 12.

Shift Functior;'

,1
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1 2 3 4

3 5 1 8
2 +3 +2 +4

-+ fi-DD:D
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Average Shift = 2°/8 = 2.5

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
2 8 6 3 7 4 5 1

~J+6 +3 +1 +2 +2 +2 +7_.

3 5 1 8 6 4 7 2

2 8 6 3 '7 4 5 1

1 +3 +5 +5 +1 0 +2 +1

If the segments are numbered 1 to 8 and the anSOilirteo order is compared \ivi:h the ori('1n;:;' order. :'Ie
average shift is calculated as the mean disp'~cement of se~ITlelits from their orj~;:~ol ~a:ura:;:; sition.
The rearranged pattern can be corn)( red .ith all the other ",!lerns ono the dvero"e m • c: Sh,Tt
calculated in the same. way. '.



;-ligh absolute values of shift are necessary to ensure low intelligibility to the interceptor listening in
clear.
High mutual values of shift are necessary to ensure low intelligibility to the interceptor listening or, a
captured piece of equipment on the wrong setting. .
The relationship between shift function and intelligibility has the following form, note that some

~ residual intelligibility remains. However, this can be reduced to an insignificant level.

Intell igibility
% Residual Intelligibility

Asymptote

-T
2 3

Shift Function

Fig. 13

All patterns used in Racal-Datacom equipment have been selected by a computer screening process to
ensure a high absolute shift function and a high mutual shift fur:ction.
In order to decrypt the received signal, complementary patterns are used at the receiver.
These are stored in a Read Only Memory and selected under the control of a Key Generator.
Synchronisation of the key generators in the transr. ter and rece iver is necessary therefore, to ensure
use of the correct patterns.
Synchronisation of timing relative to the received signal is also necessary. Having provided a method of
disrupting speech in the time domain, we must turn our attention to the frequency domain ..

FREQUENCY DISPERSION .
The earliest and best known form of disrupting speech in the frequency domain is merely to invert the
speech band using a modulation process. Since this is 0 fixed process it provides no security.

Slightly better is a method known as 'band scrambling' with inversion where the spectrum is split into a
number of bands; generally 5 maximum which is the optimum choice. These are then rearranged in the
frequency band, with or without frequency inversion. There are theoretically only 3,840 ways of doing
this of which only about 12 are totally unintel!igible a nd the cost in terms of hardware and complexity is
considerable.
Racal.-Datacom have', therefore, developed a different technique which we refer to as 'Frequency
Dispersion'. .
This has the effect of continuously varying the pitch of the frequency information contained in each of
the eight segments produced by time division. It is achieved by varying the digitisation rate of the AID
and DI A converters in the transmitting unit and its effect removed by a similar process in the receivin'g
unit:
One of its strengths is that the magnitude and direction of this pitch variation is a function of the key
generator output and they both, therefore, change in a pseudo-ra'ldom manner each frame~
A typical pattern of variation is shown in Fig. 14.-
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It has a further advantage of varying the segment lengths and, therefore, the position of the segment
boundaries, so considerably increasing the difficulty of on attack on the intercepted signal.
Both time division and frequency dispersion are combined in Rocal analog encryption equipment to
provide maximum resistance against system~tic analysis and a 'minimum residual intelligibility.

SYNCHRONISATION .
The need for synchronisation of sending and receiving units has already been referred to.
Synchronisation in analog encryption equipment is necessary for similar reasons: .
a) For the key generators to be in step
b) For the segment and frame boundaries to be synchronous with received data.
Fig. 15 shows how this data is generated, used at the transmitter, applied to a modem and subsequently
detected and used at the receiver. A synchronising preamble and a message key are transmitted to
ensure the key generators are in step. When this is correlated at the receiver, it also produces timing
data.

SEQUENCE
FRAME SYNCHRONISATION- GENERATOR
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L TO KEY GENERATOR
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This information can either be sent continuously with the encrypted speech, or at the start of each
transmission. '. .
Continuous data has advantages not shared by initialising sync of:-
a) Late entry during transmission·
b) Auto clear/secure switching controlled by sync data
It has the disadvantage also not shared by initiolising sync, of having to share the power available
between sync and speech and hence may produce a slight reduction in range.:
The key generator once synchronised has a flyv"heel effect which lasts for about 30 minutes. This is
more than adequate to cope with fading, etc. The system also allows for some propogation delay in the
radio path without the need to frame re-synchronise.

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
It is interesting to consider the requirements of a voice encryption equipment to enable an assessment
to be made of how well the foregoing techniques can meet them in a practical environment.
Fundamentally an equipment must:- .
a) Communicate at least as well in the secure mode as in the clear
b) Allow voice recognition
c) Use -existing channels
d) Allow late entry during a transmission with rapid synchronisation
e) Be cost effective and not unduly complex
f) Be simple, foolproof and automatic in operation

• The cOfTlparison table Fig. 16 shows how the various techniques satisfy the foregoing requirements:-

SYSTEM
2.4k bits 16k bitsX V""

X -V
../ X
-v" 'V"'"

X "-/ v

Analog.."...
..,...
./"
...,..,..-

v
v

1. Clear-Secure equality
2. Voice Recognition
3. Can use existing channels
4. Late entry
5. Cost-complexity
6. Operational simplicity



The table Fig. 17 shows the compatibility of the various techniques with existing types of
communications channels:- .

System
r ~ ---.. "24K BITS 16K BITS ANALOG

V.H.F. "
Requires Requires Satisfactory

RADIO Group Delay Special
Equalisation Radio

H.F. Requires Not Satisfactory Type
RADIO Expensive Possible of

Modem Channel

TELEPHONE Requires Not Satisfactory
Group Delay Possible
Equalisation

Fig. 17

In conclusion it can be said that a 16k bit digital system because of its intrinsic simplicity is superior to
a nalog encryption where the channel bandwidth perm its its use. When built into the radio it provides an
optimum solution for portable equipment. one single package.
For existing HF radio or telephone systems an add on u·nit such 3S the MA 4224 is required. This is a
continuous sync time and frequency domain encryption device giving operational flexibility and
channel compatibility and embodying many of the features described.
It has also been shown how an additive cipher technique implemented using the pseudo-random
sequence produced by a non linear Kg and used in conjunction with a flexible data control system offers
a good general solution to the problems of data security.


